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The Swamp Beacon - (Mitrula elegans) in the Slocan Valley Watershed by Tyson Ehlers 

June 2016 

The Swamp Beacon (Mitrula elegans) is aptly named. It is a brightly coloured ascomycete fungus arising 

in isolated pockets of shallow waters. The species name means "fine, graceful, handsome". I first found 

this little semi-aquatic mushroom in the Slocan Valley in the summer of 2015 while working on the 

SWAMP wetland inventory and classification project. It has now been documented from three sites: 

Little Slocan Lakes area, Airy Creek and near Hills. It is usually found in shallow water, on the edges of 

wet areas and growing on the litter of western redcedar (Thuja plicata) and western hemlock (Tsuga 

heterophyla). These are the typical cedar swamps of our inland interior rainforests. 

 

 
Mitrula elegans - the Swamp Beacon 
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The fruiting body of Mitrula elegans is described by 

Redhead (1977): 

"...2-10cm high, cap 0.15-1.5cm wide, round to cylindrical, 

cerebriform (brain-like), club-shaped, pear-shaped or 

lobed; bright orange to bright yellow, becoming 

ochraceous orange when old or pinkish when submerged 

in acidic water, smooth to wrinkled, slightly tremullose..." 

These pictures show the variation in form and colour of 

Mitrula elegans: 

 

 
Various forms and colour of Mitrula elegans fruiting bodies. 

 

Mitrula elegans has been speculated to play an important role in nutrient cycling in certain freshwater 

ecosystems (Wang et al. 2005). This is because of its ability to operate in anaerobic conditions, 

decomposing vegetation that is submerged in cold standing or slowly moving, shallow water, often 

associated with vernal pools. Nutrient inputs into these isolated water bodies are largely derived from 
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fallen dead tree litter and these fungi 

are the primary nutrient recyclers. 

From the submerged or water-soaked 

debris, they send up a white stem 

topped with a yellow or orange club-

shaped fruiting body (apothecium) to 

disperse spores above the water. This 

lifestyle is termed "aero-aquatic". 

On a typical cloudy day in mid-June I 

ventured into the forest by Airy Creek, 

a tributary to the Little Slocan River. 

Thinking about Mitrula, I decided to 

follow a small seepage, a mossy 

ribbon of green gurgling and 

meandering through the forest.  

 
Typical Mitrula elegans habitat near Airy Creek. A small ephemeral stream meandering through the forest with 
patches of Sphagnum and leafy mosses. 
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Several plant curiosities caught my attention, notably the 
northern green rein orchid (Platanthera aquilonis), spotted 
coral root (Corallorhiza maculata), and a personal favourite, 
single delight (Moneses uniflora).  
 

 
Spotted coral root (Corallorhiza maculata) and northern green rein orchid (Platanthera aquilonis) 

 
Single delight (Moneses uniflora) 
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Along the way the little seepage disappeared at times, then 

would reappear trickling through cedar roots, forming 

small pools behind mossy logs. Encountering patches of 

Devil's club (Oplopanax horriblus), I almost gave up 

following the stream and strayed into the forest where 

other things caught my eye. 

 

I noticed some of our more frequently found forest fungi 

that were being used by other creatures:

 
A closer look at a dewy red-belted conk (Fomitopsis pinicola) revealed a spider underneath. 

 
Another fungal wonder was a coral mushroom (Ramaria sp.) that a fly was resting on. 
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Returning to the stream I then saw what I had hoped to find- a few tiny distinctive yellow clubs 

providing a striking contrast to the deep greens of the vegetation.  
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I stopped to admire, photograph and collect a specimen, then continued to follow the stream as it 

disappeared underground and eventually to a pond at the headwaters. There I saw an impressively large 

fruiting of Mitrula elegans. There were hundreds of little swamp beacons lining the edge of the pond for 

several meters. 
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